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Disclaimer
By visiting this website you understand that its content probably require for you to be
over eighteen (18) years old or in age that is legal under the laws that order your
country to visit suchlike websites, with adult content as it is called by the law.
You understand and accept that all of the content of this website is the personal
views, thoughts, dreams, ways of expression, experiences etc of Andreas Kastanas,
i.e. mine, and likewise you should treat them.
You understand and accept also that since I do not plan to censor myself for no one,
it is certain that many will not find the content of this website to your likings. In that
case you relinquish your rights in advance from any demand of compensation ethical
or material you will feel you deserve as a result that I express myself freely, since you
have been warned beforehand for the fact and you can easily avoid it.
You understand and accept that I have no other connection with the companies that
I use as a client in order for this website and its content to be created and function.
You understand and accept that I have no responsibility if by stupidity you try to
imitate way of life, exercise, views, mine or of my heroes in the works of Art I have
created. Remember that every person is different and what works for me doesn't mean
it works for you too.

Intelectual property
The hole content of this website is protected by the international laws of Intellectual
rights/property. Everything is my creation, hence my property, from the pictures, text,
audio and video recordings to the design and implementation of the website, except if
declared otherwise. I give permission to download my works for free and save them
to your computer from this website, strictly for personal use and by accepting the
current terms.
I do not allow
the reproduction, adaptation, commercial use, distortion,
misappropriation, distribution, broadcasting and public presentation in any way, of the
hole or part of any work. In other words Ι do not allow anything else (since the
catalog is infinite) except the personal viewing of the work or linking to it on the web.
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For any other use contact me and ask for my written permission, which I strongly
doubt you will get it.
Laws about intellectual rights/property, have a more serious reason of existence
then regulating commerce. They secure the completeness of the work of Art, granting
the creator the right of life and death over its creation, in other words his freedom of
expressing himself as he wishes, protecting him from any distortion that financial,
political or of plain stupidity reasons threat him or the work.
Freedom of speech is not adaptation but counter speech. The completeness in the
presentation of a work of Art it is of the same value as the completeness in the
presentation of any idea.
Of course in a ideal dream-like humanity all this is unnecessary, like doors, clothes
and any kind of passwords. When you leave your daughter naked at home, with
unlocked door and having publish the passwords for the security cameras, then I will
disclaim my intellectual rights.

Donations
By making a donation you understand that is NOT tax deductible since I am not a
charity, society or nonprofit organization.
For bank transfers, regarding any mistake or refund you have twenty days to inform
me. If you wish a refund this will happen minus bank expenses, as soon as possible.
After the twenty days you relinquish your rights to revoke the donation.
You also understand and accept that any amount of donation, is given to me free of
charge without any demand, not ever and for any reason, from me personally or from
my future inheritors. You understand and accept that I provide my work free of
charge without demanding a donation. You also understand and accept that there is no
commercial transaction between us.
I accept donations from anyone: private person or company or society or team,
regardless color, religion, or believe etc i.e. from anyone that for his own reasons
wishes to support me and my work, except of political and national organizations.
I reserve the right to deny a donation from anyone without explanation.

Personal data
Whatever you send me through email or your donations personal data will remain
confidential and I will never share them with anyone expect if I am forced by law.
Do not send me anything that consists unpublished intellectual property of yours. If
you do, you relinquish your rights in advance from any demand of compensation
ethical or material from me if you see it misappropriated/stolen from anyone.
Whatever you find outside this current website regarding myself or that is not
confirmed through the website is stolen, distorted and phony. You will never get any
material from me or authorized by me that seeks or provides anything and any
communication will always take place through the official email of the website.
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More specifically: my books are not obtainable or retail anywhere in paper or digital
form, there are no CD's, DVD's or digital copies etc with my music, my theatrical
plays or my movies etc and there is no one authorized by me to speak on my behalf,
to ask or receive money or anything else that concerns me etc. Any of my future
activity will always presented, announced or confirmed through this website.
You will also never hear anyone to speak about me and say that has knowledge
about my life that isn't lying. It is known to my closest people that I have always
guarded my privacy, so you will not find a person that really knows me and honors
me to speak publicly about me, since I will regard it as a personal insult.

Cookies policy
My website does not use cookies, but the service «Google Analytics» that I use to
obtain traffic statistics uses them. Get informed about Google's Cookies policy at:
http://www.google.com/policies
All of the above can change without warning, but any change will get verified
eventually from the website, as soon as possible.
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